Technology for tomorrow
Providing innovative technology since 1946

About us
Frustrated with experiencing downtime? Looking for a safe and cost-effective alternative for your dated conveyor set up? Look no
further than Itoh Denki’s line of motorized conveyor rollers and controllers.
Itoh Denki motorized conveyor rollers and controllers are a perfect solution for any material handling application. Our rollers come
equipped with a 24V DC brushless motor nestled inside each rollers’ tube, eliminating the need for a noisy external motor driving
force, creating a quiet and safe warehouse environment.
Our motorized conveyor rollers are enabled with “Run-on-Demand” technology, meaning they will only be utilized when an article
is sensed by a photo eye, which signals our driver card to engage the roller, resulting in the rollers running only when needed.
This feature not only increases energy savings, but also extends the motors’ life span for a roller you can depend on.
Itoh Denki motorized conveyor rollers are customizable and can be retrofitted into virtually any existing conveyor application.
With the ability to choose from a variety of diameters and speeds and a plethora of options including different finishing and banding,
the possibilities to customize an Itoh Denki roller are endless.
Since 1946, Itoh Denki has been creating solutions to make material handling hassle-free. With an expansive product line and the
ability to customize rollers to fit any application, we have a product that will work for your material handling needs.

Product category
The combination of an Itoh Denki Motorized Roller and Control Card provides hassle-free material handling to its user.
Experience less downtime and more energy savings in your warehouse by utilizing these dependable products.
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